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Video uploading is fast becoming a worldwide hobby. Since virtually anyone can now create a video
of his own, video uploading techniques have been developed to make video watching easier and
more accessible. To give you an idea of how widespread and popular videos have become,
statistics reveal that an average of some 201.4 billion videos were viewed per month in the year
2011 alone.

If youâ€™re one of those people who are considering the idea of uploading a video on the internet, then
now would be a perfect time. One of the best ways to upload is through a video host service.  A
video host allows you to upload a video to another personâ€™s server, upon which the video is kept
indefinitely or for a certain period of time. The best thing about using a video host is that youâ€™re no
longer responsible for the bandwidth (which is often limited for most individual users).

Currently, there are many video hosting sites, making it difficult to differentiate one from the other.
But a closer look will reveal that each hosting site has unique features that make them attractive to a
specific niche. A look into the technical details of each can help you decide on the best web host.

Payments. In some video hosting sites, you get the chance to make money out of your videos.
While proceeds from them wonâ€™t necessarily make you a millionaire, you can still make a few bucks
off of your videos. Some popular hosting sites embed advertisement in videos; the creator is then
paid when those ads are viewed (along with the video).

Video sharing. If you intend your video to be viewed by a broad audience, then sharing becomes an
option. The good news is that many hosting sites allow your videos to be embedded in blogs,
personal websites and popular social sites such as Facebook and MySpaceâ€”you just  have to choose
the right video hosting provider.

Video review. There are some video hosting sites that review videos. To ensure the quality of videos
on their sites, all videos are reviewed for any sign of inappropriateness and copyright infringement.
If the video hosting service you chose is the type that reviews, then your videos might take a while
before they can be uploaded.

The internet is a fast changing domain, and as it evolves, so will video uploading. If you donâ€™t want
be left behind in the uploading ease being enjoyed by video creators, then consider using popular
video hosts for your videos. You can learn more about this topic on about.com.
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For more details, search a video hosting provider, a video hosting service and a video hosts in
Google for related information.
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